
TRUMPET 20 + DU40

About PA Audio speaker

1. 400-WATT POWER: Get clear, high-powered sound with this 400-watt PA Audio speaker.
Perfect for playing your favorite tracks or vocals as loud as you want. RMS 40W.

2. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: This 20-inch compact reflex horn outdoor loudspeaker has a
16-ohm impedance for full-range sound reproduction and efficient frequency response.

3. LOUD AND CLEAR SOUND: This compact trumpet PA audio speaker makes your voice or
music louder. Perfect for indoor and outdoor spaces.

4. ALUMINUM HOUSING: The compact siren PA audio speaker has a heavy-duty aluminum
housing, making it easy to install and mount to your sound system.

5. COMMITMENT TO QUALITY: Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of
delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Speaker Description
5 Core TRUMPET 20 + DU40 PA Audio Speaker bundle package is perfect for all your
audio needs. With its high-powered 50-watt sound, this heavy-duty reflex horn speaker
produces a clear and amplified sound that can achieve your desired loudness level.
You can now play your favorite tracks or boost your vocals as you want with style.

This 20-inch PA Audio Speaker is designed for efficient frequency response and has a
16-ohm impedance for full-range sound reproduction. Upgrade your audio game with
this high-quality horn speaker and experience clear and loud sounds like never before.



Features

Efficient Directional Durability Versatile

Being highly effective
at reproducing high
frequencies means a
lot of volume and
clarity without
straining the power
system.

Focus sound in a
specific area rather
than dispersing it
makes the system
well suited to be
used as a PA audio
speaker system.

The heavy-duty
aluminum body
gives the reflex horn
speaker resistance
from adverse effects
of elements and
rigors of frequent
use.

The siren speaker
can be used in all
outdoor and large
public venues. The
driver unit is ideal
for being used in
rallies, schools,
parks, sports events,
etc.



Specification of PA Audio speaker

● Height: 2.5"
● Diameter: 1.25"
● Weight: 1LB or 751Gram
● Wattage: 50W RMS
● Packing: Per Piece.
● Magnet Size: (80X32X15) MM
● Voice Coil: 1" or 25MM

Package includes-

● 1xTRUMPET 20
● 1xDU40

Usages

The PA Audio speaker can be used in schools and universities.

The siren speaker can be used in emergency situations.

PA audio speaker systems can be used to direct crowds and traffic.
The reflex horn speaker is an effective tool for making public announcements.

The high-powered PA Audio Speaker produces clear and loud sound, perfect for
outdoor events like concerts, sports games, and festivals.

Benefits of products

Very easy to use and install.

Provides clear and loud sound quality.



The compact size makes it easy to transport and store.

PA Audio speakers are great for sports events and creating a lively atmosphere.

PA Audio Speaker is ideal for outdoor events and large gatherings.



Benefits of 5 Core PA Audio speaker over other products

Ear clip for sturdy clamp fitting.

Trumpet Horn made of Aluminum.

Premium Quality Y-30 Ferrite Magnet.

1" Voice Coil Diaphragm Rendering High-Frequency Response.

Terminals are aligned with proper polarity symbols for connections.



Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

1" Voice Coil Yes No

Ear clips Yes No

Y-30 Ferrite Magnet Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Q&A

Question: Do I have to buy the PA Audio speaker separately?

Answer: No, this is a package deal, and the horn comes with the tweeter.

Question:What magnet is used in a PA speaker ?

Answer: Premium Quality Y-30 Ferrite Magnet (80X32X15) has been used.

Question: Does it work with an amplifier?

Answer: Yes, it will work with the amplifier.

Question:Will it come with a wire?

Answer: No, the wire is not included.

Question: Is the item durable?

Answer: Yes, the PA system is highly durable.

Question: Is this item easy to use?

Answer: Yes, this is easy to use.


